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By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from Feb. 7:

J.W. Anderson scouts future creative talent in open-call campaign
Apparel and accessories label J.W. Anderson is calling for photographers and image-makers to stand up in a
campaign that lacks any fashion imagery for spring/summer 2018.

Click here to read the entire article

Dorchester Collection to make Middle East debut in Dubai
Hotel brand The Dorchester Collection is making its debut in Dubai, United Arab Emirates through a partnership with
local real estate developer Omniyat.

Click here to read the entire article

EU court sides with defendant over Louboutin's red-sole trademark
Footwear designer Christian Louboutin is back in court over trademark protections for its signature red-soled shoes.

Click here to read the entire article

Tom Ford rounds out lifestyle push with timepiece, underwear lines
U.S. lifestyle brand Tom Ford sent two new product offerings down the runway during its New York Fashion Week
presentation Feb. 6.

Click here to read the entire article

Jimmy Choo supports Michael Kors' revenue growth in Q3 2018
U.S. fashion label Michael Kors saw a total revenue increase of 6.5 percent after it successfully navigated the
acquisition of footwear brand Jimmy Choo.
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Click here to read the entire article

Bentley invests in the future with talent of tomorrow

British automaker Bentley Motors is looking to draft and nurture the next group of talented apprentices with the hope
of planning a strong future for its company.

Click here to read the entire article

Burberry catalogs Christopher Bailey's tenure in playlist form
Christopher Bailey is commemorating his time as chief creative officer of British fashion house Burberry with a
soundtrack exclusive to Apple Music.

Click here to read the entire articlee
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